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This document is one of a series of whitepapers from the USQCD collaboration. Here, we
discuss opportunities for Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics (LQCD) in the research frontier
in fundamental symmetries and signals for new physics. LQCD, in synergy with effective
field theories and nuclear many-body studies, provides theoretical support to ongoing and
planned experimental programs in searches for electric dipole moments of the nucleon, nuclei
and atoms, decay of the proton, n-n oscillations, neutrinoless double-β decay of a nucleus,
conversion of muon to electron, precision measurements of weak decays of the nucleon and
of nuclei, precision isotope-shift spectroscopy, as well as direct dark matter detection experi-
ments using nuclear targets. This whitepaper details the objectives of the LQCD program in
the area of Fundamental Symmetries within the USQCD collaboration, identifies priorities
that can be addressed within the next five years, and elaborates on the areas that will likely
demand a high degree of innovation in both numerical and analytical frontiers of the LQCD
research.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2018, the USQCD collaboration’s Executive Committee organized several subcommittees to
recognize future opportunities and formulate possible goals for lattice field theory calculations in
several physics areas. The conclusions of these studies, along with community input, are presented
in seven whitepapers [1–6]. The current whitepaper concerns the role of LQCD in the research
frontier in fundamental symmetries and signals for new physics.

Precision tests of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, if they reveal any discrepancy
with the model’s predictions, provide a window into the physics beyond the SM. This would have a
profound impact on our understanding of how nature works at the smallest distances and highest
energies – scales far beyond the reach of particle colliders of today and of the future. The U.S.
Nuclear Science Advisory Committee (NSAC) promoted research in Fundamental Symmetries and
Neutrino Physics to one of the primary thrusts of the field of Nuclear Physics (NP) in the 2007
Long Range Plan [7]. NSAC further enhanced and extended its support for such a program in
the 2015 Long Range Plan [8], including making the strongest recommendation for investment in
a tonne-scale experiment that will search for lepton-number violation in the neutrinoless double-β
(0νββ) decay of a nucleus. Other areas in which the U.S. NP and High Energy Physics (HEP) pro-
grams have invested substantially, and in several cases is leading the international effort, include
searches for CP violation in electric dipole moments (EDMs) of the nucleon, nuclei and atoms,
baryon-number nonconservation through proton decay, baryon-number minus lepton-number non-
conservation through n-n oscillations, lepton-number nonconservation through 0νββ decay of a
nucleus, and lepton-flavor nonconservation through muon to electron conversion. Further, preci-
sion tests of the SM through weak decays of neutrons and nuclei and isotope-shift spectroscopy
are ongoing efforts. Furthermore, a devoted experimental effort towards direct detection of dark
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matter constrains many new physics scenarios, and accurate theoretical calculations of the cross
sections of various dark-matter candidates with experimental nuclear targets are needed to reliably
interpret experimental results.

All of these exciting frontiers share a common theme: new heavy particles and interactions could
violate (approximate) symmetries of the SM and lead to new physics in low-energy observables
accessible to high-intensity experiments involving nucleons and nuclei, even in scenarios where
the energy scale associated with the symmetry violation is inaccessible in collider experiments.
Constraining new-physics models requires matching, e.g., the observed rate of the experimental
process, to new high-scale interactions whose effects are encoded in a variety of higher-dimensional
operators present in the low-energy SM theory. High-scale interactions are expressed at the quark-
(and lepton-)level, and nonperturbative calculations of the strong dynamics of quarks and gluons
in the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) sector of the SM are needed in order to match theoretical
predictions to low-energy observables involving nucleons and nuclei. LQCD, as the most reliable
method to provide such an input, has long established its role in supporting the HEP experimental
program, and is now pushing the boundaries of challenging calculations relevant for both NP and
HEP in the Fundamental Symmetries program.

This whitepaper describes several areas in which LQCD has been, or will be, playing a major
role, enumerates the challenges ahead, and identifies specific calculations that can have the highest
impact on the larger program and which would complement nuclear and high-energy research in
the U.S. and worldwide. In particular, the planned studies have been categorized as: i) straight-
forward : those which will reach the required level of precision with the continuation of current
hardware, software and personnel support in the next 5 years, ii) challenging : those which have
just started now, but the completion of which will require at least an order of magnitude increase
in computational resources that will be available in the coming Exascale era, and iii) extremely
challenging : those that demand new ideas and paradigms in theory, algorithm and computation,
but are still in reach of the LQCD community, granted its continual creativity and persistence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Overwhelming observational evidence in nature points to the existence of new degrees of freedom
that go beyond the SM of particle physics. Beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) scenarios aim to
explain the matter dominance over antimatter in Universe, the nature of massive but extremely
light neutrinos, the extreme hierarchy of scales associated with electroweak and gravity forces, and
the nature of dark matter. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN has made a major discovery
by observing the last predicted particle within the SM, the Higgs boson [9], but no evidence for BSM
particles or interactions has been discovered as yet from LHC results, including runs with a total
beam energy of 13 TeV. Motivated by a complementary discovery potential, the case is now stronger
than ever for “Intensity Frontier” investigations. In the intensity-frontier experiments, the goal is
shifted from attempting to produce “on-shell” BSM particles in high-energy collision, to detecting
their effects when they are produced as “off-shell” intermediate states in low-energy experiments.
While the sensitivity of collider-based investigations at the “Energy Frontier” is limited to few
to tens of TeVs with current technology, Intensity Frontier investigations are sensitive to several
types of BSM physics that could occur at scales orders of magnitude higher than those reached
in colliders. With such a significant discovery potential, a vigorous experimental program in the
U.S. and around the world has formed over the past few decades to search for the violations of
fundamental symmetries of the SM, and for the deviation of given observables from their calculated
SM values. Not only will a non-null result be a smoking gun for new physics, but also it can be
used to test specific BSM models of high-scale physics.
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BSM scenarios may involve new particles and interactions that originate at very high-energy
scales, or alternatively may involve new physics at relatively low scales with extremely feeble
couplings [10]. This whitepaper focuses on the former class of BSM scenarios, for which an effective
field theory (EFT) framework can be adopted to encompass all SM extensions that respect the SM
gauge group and have the same low-energy particle content as the SM [11–13]. One challenge that
often needs to be dealt with in carrying out the program in Fundamental Symmetries is that the
SM processes that are sensitive to new physics often involve hadrons and nuclei as initial, final,
and/or intermediate states at low energies, demanding that SM and ab initio quantum many-body
calculations be performed in a highly nonperturbative regime.

The Department of Energy (DOE)-funded USQCD collaboration, as the unified collaboration of
the majority of the LQCD collaborations in the U.S., has long identified the role of LQCD studies
in enabling and advancing research at the Intensity Frontier. The significant results produced by
the collaboration in the past two decades in constraining the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix quark-mixing matrix of the SM, and in constraining the quantities relevant to tests of CP
violation in the Kaon sector, mark major accomplishments for the LQCD community, and signify
the essential role of LQCD in complimenting both experiment and theory effort in HEP research.
Such a role has been identified in other sectors in which there is, or is expected to be, hints of
deviation from the SM and of new physics. In particular, compared to the year 2013 when the
Collaboration’s previous whitepapers were released, in 2018 the Collaboration has dedicated three
separate whitepapers to the role of LQCD in research at the Intensity Frontier:1

i) Opportunities for LQCD in quark and lepton flavor physics: Given the persisting tensions
between theoretical predictions based on the SM and and experimental measurements in
B meson decays at the LHC-B and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and the continuing improvement in determinations of the
CP violating parameters in Kaon and recently the heavy-meson sectors, there is a pressing
need for reliable SM predictions of corresponding quantities from LQCD, to a precision
level that is comparable to experimental determinations. Progress made by the USQCD
collaboration in all these areas, the challenges ahead, and the plans forward are detailed in
a companion whitepaper, see [6].

ii) LQCD and neutrino-nucleus scattering: The large experimental enterprise in neutrino
physics, in particular the upcoming Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) at
Fermilab aims to shed light on CP violation in the lepton sector. However, reliable deter-
minations of the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) lepton-mixing matrix require
accurate knowledge of neutrino-nucleus interactions. The neutrino-nucleon and neutrino-
nucleus scattering cross sections are hence of crucial value, as otherwise the neutrino energy
deposit in the nuclear detector can not be reliably calculated. LQCD, in close collaboration
with the nuclear structure community, will play a fundamental role in constraining these
cross sections, an opportunity that has been detailed in a companion whitepaper, see [3].

iii) The role of LQCD in searches for violations of fundamental symmetries
and signals for new physics: The violations of the symmetries protected in the SM
go beyond the CP and lepton universality violation explored in lepton and flavor factories.
A number of areas with significant growth in interest and potential include searches for
CP violation in EDMs of the nucleon, nuclei and atoms, baryon-number nonconservation
through proton decay, baryon-number minus lepton-number nonconservation through n-n

1 Current and future opportunities in direct studies of the BSM models that complement collider searches of new
physics, and require the nonperturbative tool of lattice field theory to simulate potential strong dynamics, are
detailed in another companion whitepaper by the Collaboration, see [2].
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Baryon Number Violation and 
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Neutron-antineutron Matrix 
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other reactors

Lepton  
Flavor Violation

 Nucleon and Nuclei Form 
Factors Mu2e, COMET 

Dark Matter and New Physics 
Searches

Nucleon and Nuclei Form 
Factors

Dark Matter Experiments, 
Precision Measurements

FIG. 1. Summary of primary Fundamental Symmetries subjects discussed in this whitepaper.

oscillations, lepton-number nonconservation through the 0νββ decay of a nucleus, and lepton-
flavor nonconservation through muon to electron conversion. Further, precision tests of the
SM through weak decays of the nucleon and of nuclei and through isotope-shift spectroscopy
are ongoing efforts. Furthermore, a devoted experimental effort in the direct detection of
dark matter has been constraining new physics scenarios, but requires reliable theoretical
calculations of the cross section of various dark matter candidates with the nuclear targets
used in experiments. Given the strong dynamics involved in theoretical predictions based
on the SM, LQCD again is playing an important role. This whitepaper details this program
within the USQCD collaboration, and elaborates on the areas that will likely demand a high
degree of innovation in both numerical and analytical frontiers of LQCD research. The table
in Fig. 1 summarizes the quantities of interest for the purpose of this whitepaper, along with
the physics objectives and the experimental programs they correspond to.

Research in Fundamental Symmetries has became one of the primary research thrusts in NP in
the U.S. following a 2007 Nuclear Science Advisory Committee (NSAC) Long Range Plan. A
community whitepaper in 2015 [14] explains that “...this development reflected a recognition that
the subfield is an integral part of the NP scientific mission, that it provides unique opportunities for
obtaining results having far-reaching significance, and that this potential is highly complementary
to that of related disciplines, such as HEP and cosmology.” A more recent NSAC Long Range
Plan in 2015 once again emphasizes the continuation of support for research in Fundamental
Symmetries, as highlighted by their highest recommendation for a major new investment in the
U.S. NP experimental program, namely a tonne-scale experiment to search for a 0νββ decay, with
the acknowledgment of the essential role of theory in the optimal design and in interpretation of
the future result of such an experiment.
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FIG. 2. The role of LQCD in searches for new physics is demonstrated through the example of 0νββ decay.
To plan the design of new experiments, and to interpret any potential observation, theorists will need to
apply a multi-scale matching program to connect the observed rate in heavy isotopes to the expectation
from lepton-number violating models at a high scale, see e.g., Ref. [15]. LQCD is the only reliable method
that enables taking step (3) in the chart, bridging between perturbative and nonperturbative QCD regimes,
and providing new LECs of nuclear EFTs in the few-body sector that can be fed into ab initio nuclear
structure calculations of the isotopes of relevance to experiment.

To understand the role of LQCD in the success of this program, one must recognize the com-
plexity of connecting observations to the new-physics models one aims to constrain and the wide
range of scales involved. The example of 0νββ decay demonstrates this complexity to the full de-
gree (see also Sec. IV for further detail on the science motivation and prospects for this program),
and is a representative of the procedure involved in almost all frontiers in Fundamental Symme-
tries research [16]. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a multitude of lepton-number violating models at a
hight scale (at and beyond TeV scale) can be proposed to explain a potential observation of this
decay in a heavy isotope, such as Germanium 76Ge, where the typical nuclear scale is a few MeVs.
In order to interpret the results within a given model and possibly differentiate between various
models, it is necessary to perform a thorough matching between physics at the high scale and that
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and matched from nuclear level to quark/gluon e↵ective CP-violating operators, as discussed in
the introduction. Since the structure and interactions of the nucleon are described by QCD in the
nonperturbative regime, LQCD calculations are essential to carry out this matching in a model-
independent way. At the quark-gluon level, there are several e↵ective operators that may be orga-
nized by their dimension. From the lowest-dimension dimension-4 QCD ✓QCD-term,1 to dimension-
5(6) quark-EDM and quark-gluon chromo-EDM (cEDM),2 to the dimension-6 CP-violating 4-quark
and the 3-gluon interactions (Weinberg operator, or gluon cEDM), these e↵ective operators rep-
resent BSM CP-violating interactions that are increasingly suppressed by the energy scale of the
underlying new physics. Quark/gluon CP-violating interaction can manifest itself at the nuclear
and atomic level in two ways. First, they induce intrinsic EDMs in the proton and the neutron.
Second, quark and gluon CP-violating interactions induce CP-violating nucleon and nucleon-pion
couplings that also contribute to nuclear EDMs. Quantification of the nuclear EDMs, even for
light nuclei, will require low-energy nuclear e↵ective theories and ab-initio nuclear many-body cal-
culations that are based on nuclear EFTs. For heavy nuclei, such as 199Hg and 255Ra, nuclear
modification to EDM are expected to be especially large.

ZD comments: What is the state-of-the art? An exemplary plot? Did we reach the level of
precision/advancement we promised in the 2013 whitepaper?

5-year goals and plans: LQCD calculation of nucleon EDMs is similar to calculations of nucleon
form factors, and its methodology is straightforward. However, the required statistical precision is
more di�cult to achieve because of additional (CP-violating) interactions added as perturbation to
CP -even QCD interactions. The di�culty may vary substantially depending on the CP-violating
operator in question, and in some cases the calculation may become challenging and require new
methods for evaluating LQCD correlators. The status of LQCD calculations with di↵erent CP-
violating operators is summarized below.

– Isovector quark EDM-induced p,nEDM calculations are straightforward since they are given
by the tensor charge up to electromagnetic corrections. Isoscalar quark EDM-induced
p,nEDM calculations are also straightforward, eventhough the disconnected contributions
(those arising from the interactions of sea quarks with the CP-violating currents) lead to

1 The ✓QCD term is allowed in QCD as part of the SM, although its smallness is di�cult to reconcile without
extending SM.

2 Dimension-5 operators arise from dimension-6 operators during electroweak symmetry breaking. In many explicit
BSM models, however, these operators are additionally suppressed due to the chirality violation that accompanies
them and their contribution is no larger than the dimension-6 operators.
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and atomic level in two ways. First, they induce intrinsic EDMs in the proton and the neutron.
Second, quark and gluon CP-violating interactions induce CP-violating nucleon and nucleon-pion
couplings that also contribute to nuclear EDMs. Quantification of the nuclear EDMs, even for
light nuclei, will require low-energy nuclear e↵ective theories and ab-initio nuclear many-body cal-
culations that are based on nuclear EFTs. For heavy nuclei, such as 199Hg and 255Ra, nuclear
modification to EDM are expected to be especially large.

ZD comments: What is the state-of-the art? An exemplary plot? Did we reach the level of
precision/advancement we promised in the 2013 whitepaper?

5-year goals and plans: LQCD calculation of nucleon EDMs is similar to calculations of nucleon
form factors, and its methodology is straightforward. However, the required statistical precision is
more di�cult to achieve because of additional (CP-violating) interactions added as perturbation to
CP -even QCD interactions. The di�culty may vary substantially depending on the CP-violating
operator in question, and in some cases the calculation may become challenging and require new
methods for evaluating LQCD correlators. The status of LQCD calculations with di↵erent CP-
violating operators is summarized below.

– Isovector quark EDM-induced p,nEDM calculations are straightforward since they are given
by the tensor charge up to electromagnetic corrections. Isoscalar quark EDM-induced
p,nEDM calculations are also straightforward, eventhough the disconnected contributions
(those arising from the interactions of sea quarks with the CP-violating currents) lead to

1 The ✓QCD term is allowed in QCD as part of the SM, although its smallness is di�cult to reconcile without
extending SM.

2 Dimension-5 operators arise from dimension-6 operators during electroweak symmetry breaking. In many explicit
BSM models, however, these operators are additionally suppressed due to the chirality violation that accompanies
them and their contribution is no larger than the dimension-6 operators.

FIG. 3. The table shows approximate limits (in units of e·cm) on EDMs of various systems and their
predictions from the CP-violation within the SM through the CKM mechanism [17]. The plot indicates
that progress has slowed down in nEDM measurements, but future experiments are planned to increase the
precision by up to two orders of magnitude [18].

at a low scale. Consider the left-right symmetric model, which extends the SM to contain a heavy
right-handed neutrino and a corresponding heavy boson, WR. In such a scenario, a 0νββ decay can
occur not only as a result of the exchange of a light left-handed Majorana neutrino that converts
two down quarks of the SM to two up quarks (the left column of the figure), but also a right-
handed Majorana neutrino inducing the same transition (the right column of the figure). One then
considers a low-energy EFT in which all of these “heavy” new mediators have been integrated out
and relates the low-energy effective couplings to the high-energy new-physics parameters through
the renormalization group (RG). Running down to below the electroweak symmetry breaking scale,
the SM W bosons can be integrated out as well, leaving effective six-fermion interactions involving
SM quarks and leptons. When running the scale down to the chiral symmetry breaking scale, the
effective degrees of freedom are no longer quarks and gluons but rather hadrons and nucleons. To
connect the effective couplings, or in turn the “matrix elements” (MEs) of the operators between
nucleonic states to that of the higher scale requires a LQCD computation. Such calculations con-
strain the low-energy constants (LECs) of proper EFTs in the few-nucleon sector, which can then
be input into ab initio nuclear many-body calculations of the heavy isotopes used in experiments.
It is important to note that the nature of such a nonperturbative calculation depends upon the
high-scale scenario considered. In the scenario in which a light Majorana neutrino induces the
decay, the neutrino can not be integrated out even at the nuclear energy scale, hence demanding
complex calculations of a long-range nonlocal ME both at the QCD step and at the nuclear EFT
and nuclear structure steps. As mentioned above, such a complex matching program is common
to the majority of the research areas discussed in this whitepaper, up to technical differences, and
is a prominent example of the need for a strong synergy between different subcommunities within
HEP and NP.
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II. CP VIOLATION AND ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT OF NUCLEON AND NUCLEI

Motivation: The observation of permanent EDMs of protons, neutrons, nuclei, atoms and
molecules [17, 19] would be deep probes of CP violation beyond the SM. Such violation of CP
symmetry is necessary for baryogenesis [20] and its discovery would be central to understanding
the origin of the baryonic matter in Universe [17]. The current limits of EDMs of most particles
are 5–10 orders of magnitude larger than SM predictions for CP-violation arising from the CKM
phase (Fig. 3) . Since BSM physics will affect different systems differently, a combination of EDM
tests in different systems is invaluable in constraining CP-violation scenarios.

LQCD is currently the best tool for connecting BSM physics to the EDMs of the nucleon, and to
obtain the CP-odd pion-nucleon vertices that control the CP-odd nucleon-nucleon potential, which
in turn determines nuclear EDMs. The current limit on the neutron EDM is |dn| < 3× 10−26e · cm
(90% CL) [21, 22], which in turn can be used to estimate nuclear EDMs in EFTs and nuclear
many-body models. In the next decade, several neutron EDM experiments are planned (two of
which will be in the US, at the SNS and LANL), and are expected to improve limits on the neutron
EDM by 1–2 orders of magnitude, reaching a sensitivity of ≈ 5 · 10−28 e · cm. The feasibility of a
storage-ring experiment to measure the proton EDM has been studied, with a potential sensitivity
of 10−29e · cm [23], higher than that expected for the neutron. This technology may also lead to
measurements of EDMs of light nuclei (2D, 3H, 3He). Experiments are also planned to improve
the limits on EDMs of other heavy nuclei (for a review of the experimental status and prospects
see Ref. [17]). Together, these measurements will allow us to separate nuclear EDM contributions
from the intrinsic nucleon EDMs and nucleon CP-violating interactions. The isospin dependence
of the intrinsic EDMs and nucleon CP-violating interactions will also be useful for understanding
the pattern of CP violation in the BSM models [16, 24].

Progress report : Although the discovery of an EDM in any of these experiments would be a break-
through, constraining various BSM extensions will require a combination of different EDM measure-
ments and matching from the nuclear level to quark/gluon-level effective CP-violating operators, as
discussed in the introduction. Since the structure and interactions of the nucleon are described by
QCD in the nonperturbative regime, chiral EFT extended to include BSM CP-violating operators
(see e.g., [25–28] and references therein) along with LQCD calculations are needed to carry out this
matching in a model-independent way. At the quark and gluon level, there are several effective op-
erators that may be organized by their dimension. From the lowest-dimension dimension-4 QCD
θQCD-term,2 to dimension-5(6) quark-EDM and quark/gluon chromo-EDM (cEDM) operators,3

to the dimension-6 CP-violating 4-quark and 3-gluon interactions (Weinberg operator, or gluon
cEDM), these effective operators represent BSM CP-violating interactions that are increasingly
suppressed by the energy scale of the underlying new physics. Quark/gluon CP-violating inter-
actions can manifest themselves at the nuclear and atomic level in two ways. First, they induce
intrinsic EDMs in the proton and the neutron. Second, quark and gluon CP-violating interactions
induce CP-violating nucleon and nucleon-pion couplings that also contribute to nuclear EDMs.
Quantification of the nuclear EDMs, even for light nuclei, requires low-energy nuclear effective
theories and ab-initio nuclear many-body calculations that are based on nuclear EFTs [26, 28]. For
heavy nuclei, such as 199Hg and 255Ra, nuclear effects are expected to be significant (see Ref. [24]
and references therein).

2 The θQCD term is allowed in QCD as part of the SM, although its smallness is difficult to reconcile without
extending SM.

3 Low-energy dimension-5 operators arise from dimension-6 operators above the electroweak symmetry breaking
scale. In many explicit BSM models, however, these operators are additionally suppressed due to the chirality
violation that accompanies them and their contribution is no larger than the dimension-6 operators.
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5-year goals and plans: LQCD calculation of nucleon EDMs is similar to calculations of nucleon
form factors, and its methodology is straightforward. However, the required statistical precision is
more difficult to achieve because of additional (CP-violating) interactions added as perturbations
to CP-even QCD interactions. The difficulty may vary substantially depending on the CP-violating
operator in question, and in some cases the calculation may become challenging and require new
methods for evaluating LQCD correlators. The status of LQCD calculations with different CP-
violating operators is summarized below.

– Calculations of isovector quark EDM-induced proton and neutron EDM (p, nEDM) are
straightforward since they are given by the tensor charge up to electromagnetic corrections.
Isoscalar quark EDM-induced p, nEDM calculations are also straightforward, even though
the disconnected contributions (those arising from the interactions of sea quarks with the
CP-violating currents) lead to more noisy estimates. Relevant LQCD methodology has been
substantially improved in recent years, and first calculations for these operators already
exist [29].

– Calculations of θQCD-induced p, nEDMs [30–38] are procedurally straightforward, however
the signal is elusive as the expected value is small, i.e., it is ∝ mq ∝ m2

π in chiral perturbation
theory (χPT) at the leading order, where mq is the mass of the quark and mπ is the mass
of the pion, while the noise is large due to the fluctuations of the topological charge that
grow with the volume of the four-dimensional lattice. Calculations with unphysical quark
masses that lead to mπ & 250 MeV are underway and their results (expected within 1–2
years) may be extrapolated to the physical point using χPT. However, calculations at the
physical point, especially with quark actions that respect the chiral symmetry of QCD, will
likely be challenging and require more extensive resources.

– Calculations of isovector quark cEDM-induced p, nEDM are straightforward, and there are
on-going efforts both with chiral and nonchiral quarks at the physical point that show reliable
signals [39–41]. Under renormalization, the isovector quark cEDM operator mixes with the
(isovector) pseudoscalar operator. However, the latter can be “rotated away” by an isovector
chiral transformation, with residual effects proportional to the isovector chiral-symmetry
violations [42].

– The isoscalar cEDM operator mixes with the isoscalar pseudoscalar quark operator, which
is effectively the θQCD term, due to the axial anomaly. Thus, LQCD determination of
flavor-singlet cEDM-induced nucleon EDMs depends on the challenging calculations with
θQCD-term described above. In addition, the isoscalar quark cEDM operator will contribute
to nucleon EDM through numerically challenging quark-disconnected diagrams. Therefore,
even though calculations with the isoscalar quark cEDM are in many respects similar to the
isovector case, they are expected to be challenging to obtain with comparable precision.

– Nucleon EDMs induced by the CP-violating 3-gluon operator (gluon cEDM) have been
studied in the quenched approximation [43], and no clear statistical signal has been observed
as yet. The study of this contribution is dependent on challenging calculations with a θQCD-
term given the expected mixing. A full calculation in QCD with physical light dynamical
quarks should be considered at least challenging.

– Calculations of the 4-quark CP-violating operator inducing p, nEDM have not been at-
tempted yet. They will likely be very challenging due to disconnected diagrams. However,
some special operators that are relevant to the phenomenology of specific BSM models have
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only chirally-suppressed disconnected contributions and mixing with lower dimensional op-
erators. Even though the calculation of these contributions is challenging, there may be an
opportunity to compute their contribution to p, nEDM with resources available within the
next 5 years.

– Each of the operators4 discussed above can also give rise to CP violation in the πNN and
NN → NN interactions. The former calculations can be done indirectly by studying the
mass shift induced by the CP-even chiral partners of these operators [44, 45], or by calculating
the MEs of the axial current instead of the vector current as for the EDM. Most of these
calculations are straightforward or challenging as above.

– A direct calculation of N → Nπ and any calculation of NN → NN MEs will be extremely
challenging because of the multiple hadrons in the initial/final state, requiring a simulta-
neous computation of the multi-level finite-volume spectrum and the use of Lüscher and
Lellouch-Lüscher methodology to convert the LQCD output to elastic and inelastic transi-
tion amplitudes in these channels.

Finally, it must be noted that for all of the above calculations, quark-disconnected contributions
to the isoscalar vector current operator and hence to the EDM may present an additional challenge.
While the present methodology for computing these contributions to CP-even nucleon observables is
efficient, the presence of CP-violating interactions may enhance these contributions and associated
uncertainty. Since no systematic study has been conducted to date (with the exception of quark
EDMs), such calculation may end up being challenging instead of straightforward.

III. BARYON-NUMBER NONCONSERVATION AND PROTON DECAY

Motivation: Baryon-number violation is one of Sakharov’s conditions necessary for producing
baryons at a different rate than antibaryons, hence accounting for the observed matter dominance
in Universe [20]. A well-searched-for experimental signature of baryon-number violation is the decay
of the proton. Constraints on proton lifetime include τp > 8.2 × 1033 years and τp > 1.4 × 1034

years for the p → π0e+ process reported in Refs. [46] and [47], respectively, and τp > 5.9 × 1033

years for the p→ K + ν− process reported in Ref. [48]. Baryon-number conservation in the SM is
not a direct consequence of fundamental symmetries such as gauge and Lorentz invariance, and is
in fact broken nonperturbatively by the electroweak anomaly. Such violation, however, is too small
to account for the observed baryon asymmetry in Universe, motivating baryon-number-violating
(BNV) BSM scenarios at high scales. Given their enhanced gauge symmetry, Models of Grand
Unified Theories [49, 50], with or without supersymmetry, naturally predict that the proton can
decay.

EFT provides a systematic framework for classification and analysis of BNV interactions that
contribute to proton decay. At the lowest order, the BNV effective interactions can be written as
dimension-6 three-quark–single-lepton operators inducing the decay of the proton to a pseudoscalar
meson, such as pion, kaon and η, and an antilepton [11, 51, 52]. The effective Lagrangian consists of
these interactions accompanied by the corresponding Wilson coefficients, computed perturbatively
within a given high-scale model, and renormalized (customarily within the MS scheme) at µ = 2
GeV where the corresponding operators can be renormalized nonperturbatively using LQCD [53–
55]. This procedure provides a physical scale-independent cross section, which along with the
experimental constraints on the rate, leads to constraints on the parameters of BNV models.

4 The quark EDM only contributes at O(αEM ) and can be neglected.
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FIG. 4. The form factors parametrizing the shown MEs contributing to the proton decay at given values of
momentum-transfer-squared, obtained from a recent LQCD study [55] using “direct” (blue) and “indirect”
(green) methods with 2+1 flavor dynamical domain-wall fermions with Iwasaki gauge action generated by
RBC and UKQCD collaborations [56]. Wµ is a given linear combination of W0 and W1 form factors, see
Ref. [55]. The smaller panel is an illustration of the quark and lepton-level process mediated by an effective
operator, denoted by the green circle.

Given the sensitivity of the cross section to the MEs of effective operators between the proton
and the meson, and as next-generation experiments, such as DUNE and Hyper-Kamiokande, plan
to improve the bounds on the proton decay rate significantly, it is important that these MEs are
reliably estimated.

Progress report : Since 1980s, LQCD has come a long way to compute the MEs relevant to proton
decay [53–55, 57–60]. Uncontrolled systematic uncertainties in early calculations arising from
the“quenched approximation”, chiral-symmetry violation, quark-mass extrapolation, and reliance
on leading-order baryon χPT have been accounted for in state-of-the-art present-day calculations.
From a computational perspective, a simpler computation is to evaluate the matrix elements of
the proton-to-vacuum transition, which through baryon χPT can be related to two form factors,
Wα,β

0 and Wα,β
1 , characterizing the MEs contributing to proton decay. This is called the “indirect”

method in literature [57, 61]. Since at the physical kinematics the outgoing pion is far from the
soft-pion limit, it is expected that the indirect method is systematically away from the result of
a “direct” method, where the form factors W0 and W1 characterizing the ME for proton to pion
(meson) are computed directly. The most recent work reports on results of a LQCD study with
2+1 dynamical flavor domain wall fermions at several values of the light quark masses [55]. Fig. 4
presents the values of relevant form factors for corresponding MEs (normalized in the MS scheme
at µ = 2 GeV) as a function of momentum-transfer squared in the process, using both the direct
and indirect methods, at larger-than-physical values of quark masses, but with the associated
systematics taken into account.

5-year goals and plans: The calculation of the MEs relevant to the proton decay in the direct
method at the physical values of the quark masses is an ongoing effort within the USQCD collab-
oration and elsewhere, see e.g., Ref. [62]. With new error-reduction techniques, such as all-mode-
averaging [63–65], these calculations are considered straightforward. Similarly, while complete
studies including continuum and volume extrapolations are computationally challenging, they will
remian procedurally straightforward, and hence a target precision of < 10% is within the reach in
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the next 5 year.

Other plausible final states for the decay of the proton are two-meson–single-antilepton states.
In fact, model estimations point to a higher branching ratio for p → ππe+ in the isospin-singlet
channel compared with the p→ πe+ channel [66]. As the upcoming DUNE will be sensitive to such
three-body final-state processes, it is important that the corresponding hadronic matrix elements
will be computed reliably with LQCD. The two-hadron final state complicates the analysis of
the finite-volume matrix elements, hence making these calculations more challenging than those
already performed for the single-hadron final states. However, the formalism and methodologies are
known [67–73], and are successfully implemented in similar processes such as K → ππ decay [74]
and the ρ → πγ∗ transition [75], such that the extraction of the physical matrix elements from
LQCD calculations at arbitrary kinematics will not be out of reach in upcoming years.

Finally, a question that remains to be investigated is the effect of nuclear medium, as is the case
in experiments, on the decay rate of the proton. Addressing this question requires a study of the
matrix elements relevant for transition NN → NP , where N and P denote the nucleon and the
pseudoscalar meson, respectively. Estimating the size of two-nucleon short-distance contribution in
many-nucleon systems with the help of nuclear EFTs will be the next step. The LQCD calculation
of the matrix element with two-nucleon initial and/or final state will be challenging at the physical
values of the quark masses, but are technically similar to those studied in Refs. [76–79] in the
context of MEs of scalar, axial and tensor currents in light nuclei, see Secs. IV and VII.

IV. LEPTON-NUMBER NONCONSERVATION AND NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE-β
DECAY OF A NUCLEUS

Motivation: The observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the visible Universe requires the vi-
olation of baryon-number conservation. As the structure of the SM ensures that fluctuations in
the number of baryons and leptons are equal, observing the nonconservation of lepton number
through the 0νββ decay of nuclei would provide a direct probe of baryon-number nonconservation,
a critical process in the evolution of Universe. Its observation would shed light on the nature of
neutrinos and will unambiguously prove that the neutrino is a Majorana fermion, i.e., it is its own
antiparticle. Although solely observing a decay will mark a major discovery, without a proper
isolation of the nuclear MEs contributing to the rate of this decay, little insight can be gained into
the BSM mechanism mediating this transition. Furthermore, the design and implementation of
the DOE’s new tonne-scale experiment, that has been recommended with high priority in the 2015
Long Range Plan for Nuclear Sciences [8], strongly relies on more accurate estimations for the rate
of this process in target nuclei. Reduced uncertainties in theoretical calculations of nuclear MEs
with ab initio methods are highly desired, and are underway [80].

Progress report : The LQCD community, including members of the USQCD collaboration, has
engaged in the larger 0νββ-decay program [77, 78, 81]. The goal of LQCD calculations is to
reach the level of precision needed for the few-nucleon MEs to be valuable to the nuclear many-
body physicists who aim to constrain the rate of this process in heavier nuclei. Fast progress is
being made in developing a path from the QCD input for few-body MEs to nuclear many-body
calculations, and is built upon applicable nuclear EFTs [15, 82–86], as illustrated in Fig. 2. Two
types of MEs will be the focus of LQCD studies: i) MEs of nonlocal SM quark bilinear operators
that change the total isospin of two-nucleon systems by two, ∆I = 2, and include the exchange
of a light Majorana neutrino between the two operator insertions. Such a scenario arises from a
minimal extension of the SM. ii) MEs of local non-SM four-quark–two-lepton operators that shift
the lepton number L and the isospin of the initial state by two. These arise from integrating out new
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FIG. 5. The e↵ective one-body (left) and two-body (center) operators contributing to a single insertion
of the axial current, A+

µ , described by Eq. (44), with coe�cients gA and l1,A respectively, and the e↵ective
two-body operator corresponding to two insertions of the axial current (right), A+

µ A+
⌫ , described by Eq. (45),

with coe�cient h2,S . The first two interactions gives rise to an e↵ectively quenched value of gA in medium,
while the third does not contribute the �-decay.

C. The correlation function for nn ! pp process within pionless EFT

The LECs of the e↵ective Lagrangian, including couplings to the external fields, can be de-
termined by matching the EFT and LQCD correlation functions. To study the nn ! pp matrix
element induced by the background axial field used in this work (A+

3 ⇠ ⌧+�3), it is convenient to
construct the correlation function matrix in the {nn, np(3S1), pp} channel channels. Explicitly,
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The goal is to express the elements of this matrix in terms of the LECs, including couplings
to the background axial field, while including the s-wave strong interactions in the two-nucleon
sector to all orders using the dibaryon approach. This can be accomplished with the diagrammatic
representation of the correlation function matrix, as depicted in Fig. 6. In momentum space, the
expansion can be cast in the following form
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where E denotes the total energy of the two-nucleon state, and the total momentum is projected
to zero. The overlap matrix Z is defined as
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where Zs and Zt are the overlaps onto the isotriplet and isosinglet two-nucleon states, respectively.
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FIG. 5. As a preliminary step towards constraining the MEs relevant to 0νββ with a light Majorana neutrino,
the NPLQCD collaboration performed a calculation of the ME of two axial vector currents that induce the
SM counterpart of 0νββ decay process, namely the 2νββ decay, in the two-nucleon system [77, 78]. This first
study was performed at a single lattice spacing and lattice volume and with quark masses corresponding to a
pion mass of ≈ 800 MeV, at which point the two-nucleon systems are found to be rather deeply bound [93].
The new short-range ∆I = 2 operator in the two-nucleon EFT was identified and its corresponding LEC,
H2,S , was constrained from the result of the LQCD calculation. This study will be further developed in the
next five years to account for the exotic process of 0νββ decay, and towards physical values of quark masses,
such that it will impact ab initio nuclear structure calculations of this process in larger nuclei.

particles with masses larger than the EW scale, see e.g. Fig. 2. It is important to note that both of
these possibilities may be equally important, each with their own signatures for the experimental
observables, and must be accounted for when making predictions for potential observations.

Considering the first scenario, a closely related SM process in the two-nucleon sector is nn →
ppeeνν. This process occurs at very low energies and hence is well-suited for constraining the
leading ∆I = 2 interaction in a nuclear EFT. Although the neutrinoless process involves radically
different kinematics given the presence of a virtual Majorana neutrino, constraining the nuclear
MEs relevant for 2νββ decay can provide much insight into the importance of new short-distance
LECs, the size of multi-body currents, and the significance of the “quenching” of the axial charge
in isotopes that undergo ββ decay. USQCD’s NPLQCD collaboration took the first steps towards
constraining the MEs relevant for this process using ensembles of gauge-field configurations with
a single lattice spacing, a single lattice volume and larger-than-physical values of quark masses,
corresponding to a pion mass of ≈ 800 MeV [77, 78]. This calculation led to a constraint on the
contact LEC in the two-nucleon sector that isolates the contributions from high-energy interme-
diate states beyond an on-shell deuteron, see Fig. 5. The natural next step in this program is
to recompute this ME with the inclusion of the Majorana neutrino, which is an ongoing project
within the USQCD collaboration [87] and elsewhere [88].

Considering the second scenario, if the Weinberg power counting of nuclear forces is applied, one
would conclude that the dominant contribution to the amplitude of nn→ ppee arise from a process
in which the exchanged pion (responsible for the long-range piece of the nuclear forces) undergoes
a 0νββ decay, as demonstrated in the upper panel of Fig. 6. The CalLat collaboration, including
members of the USQCD collaboration, has taken the first initiative to compute the MEs relevant
to short-distance scenarios [81]. The MEs of several dimension-9 ∆I = 2 four-quark operators
have been evaluated in the pion, and have been extrapolated to the continuum, infinite-volume
and physical masses of quarks using USQCD’s MILC gauge-field ensembles.5 As will be discussed
below, the more challenging MEs that involve nucleonic final states will be studied in upcoming
years such that both the EFT and the assumed power-counting scheme can be examined.

5 Similar results to the ones in Ref. [42], although with larger uncertainties, were obtained in Ref. [89] by relating

the π− → π+ MEs via chiral SU(3) symmetry to K0-K
0

MEs known from LQCD [90–92].
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FIG. 6. Within the Weinberg power counting of nuclear forces, an organizational scheme was proposed in
Ref. [82] to identify the dominant contributions to the 0νββ decay of two neutrons at low energies, as depicted
in the upper panel. The CalLat collaboration performed the first calculation of the MEs of ∆L = 2 four-quark
operators (arising from heavy-scale scenarios for 0νββ) in the pion, hence constraining part of the amplitude
for nn → ppee in which the pion exchanged between the two nucleons undergoes a 0νββ decay [81]. The
study was performed on USQCD’s MILC ensembles of gauge-field configurations and included continuum,
finite-volume and chiral extrapolations. The lower-right plot displays the MEs 〈π+|Oi|π−〉 corresponding
to a set of ∆I = 2 four-quark operators, Oi, as defined in the reference. Within the next five years, further
developments will enable computations of more challenging 〈pπ+|Oi|n〉, 〈pp|Oi|nn〉 MEs.

5-year goals and plans: In a model-independent approach, we organize the discussion of LQCD
contributions that will be computed in the next five years according to the underlying mechanism
(i.e., dimension of the ∆L = 2 operator), as well as their level of difficulty. Within an EFT approach
to Lepton Number Violation (LNV), operators with ∆L = 2 arise at odd dimensions starting at
dimension five [11, 94–96]. As was alluded to above, depending on the scale of new physics and
the mechanism by which it appears, operators of dimension five, seven and nine can contribute to
0νββ decay at levels comparable to the current and planned experimental sensitivities:

– LNV from the dimension-5 operator (light Majorana-neutrino exchange): Here, the main
phenomenological goal is to assess what kind of sensitivity the next generation searches
will have to the effective neutrino Majorana mass, mββ =

∑
i U

2
eimi. To connect to the

nuclear ME in larger nuclei, a LQCD calculation must first determine the MEs 〈π+|SNL|π−〉,
〈pπ+|SNL|n〉, 〈pp|SNL|nn〉, where the nonlocal effective action SNL (up to factors of GF ,
mββ , etc.) is defined as follows:

SNL =

∫
d4x d4y S0(x− y) T

{
J+
α (x)J+

β (y)
}
gαβ . (1)

Here, S0(x− y) is the massless scalar propagator representing the Majorana neutrino prop-
agator and J+

α = ūγα(1− γ5)d, where u and d are up and down quarks. The nn→ pp ME is
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particularly important given that a consistent chiral EFT approach requires a leading-order
contact interaction [85], whose coupling can be reliably determined only by matching to a
LQCD calculation in the two-nucleon sector. The calculations that are planned for the next
five years will all require new developments and can be categorized as: ii) Challenging : The
π− → π+ ME offers a warm-up calculation, since it is simpler to implement and its con-
tributions comes at higher orders in an EFT matching. The required lattice methodology
has overlap with the calculation of electromagnetic corrections to hadronic and semi-leptonic
processes, rare meson decays such as K+ → π+νν, and the light-by-light contribution to the
muon g− 2. Ongoing effort within the USQCD collaboration is focused on this ME and pre-
liminary results at a range of quark masses will become available in the next 1-2 years. iii)
Extremely challenging : While the lattice methodology developed for the pionic ME can be
applied to 〈pπ+|SNL|n〉, 〈pp|SNL|nn〉, the signal-to-noise degradation in nuclear systems will
demand far more computational resources to obtain the first results at the physical point.
Further, complexities arising from two-particle initial and/or final states must be dealt with
through new formalisms, that are yet to be developed, to connect the physical ME of a
nonlocal operator to that obtained in a finite-volume Euclidean LQCD calculation. In the
next five years, such a formalism will be in place and calculations of the new short-distance
LECs with ∼ 20% − 30% uncertainty will be plausible with a range of quark masses, such
that the first extrapolation to the physical point can be achieved. The projected precision
may therefore be limited due to extrapolation uncertainties. The expected uncertainty will
depend largely on the availability of ensembles with sufficiently large volumes and a range
of lighter quark masses, which assuming the same trend in availability of computational
resources to the USQCD program, are likely to become a reality within 5 years.

– LNV from dimension-9 operators (“short-distance” mechanisms): Here, the main phe-
nomenological goal is to assess what kind of models (beyond the high-scale seesaw mecha-
nism) can produce 0νββ decay at levels that can be observed in ongoing searches. Improving
the hadronic uncertainties will be crucial in comparing the reach of 0νββ decay and LNV
signatures at colliders, such as in the pp → ee + 2 jets process [97]. At low energies of the
order of ∼ 1 GeV, the operator basis involves a handful of six-fermion local operators, which
are factorized as lepton bilinears times charge-changing four-quark operators, Oi [15, 82, 95].
LQCD can provide the MEs of the four-quark charge-changing local operators between the
appropriate hadronic states, namely 〈π+|Oi|π−〉, 〈pπ+|Oi|n〉, 〈pp|Oi|nn〉. The calculations
that are planned for the next five years can be categorized as: ii) Challenging : While the
computation of 〈π+|Oi|π−〉 MEs have been recently completed by the CalLat collabora-
tion [81], one recalls that in a consistent chiral power counting [15], input from 〈pp|Oi|nn〉
may be as important as the pionic contribution. As discussed above, such calculations are
more challenging due to the signal-to-noise degradation. However, both the lattice technol-
ogy for computing local MEs and the finite-volume formalism that enables the extraction of
corresponding physical MEs are already in place, making the implementation of these calcu-
lations plausible in the next five years. Once again, the availability of gauge-field ensembles
suitable for studying nuclear systems with large characteristic length scales is a key to the
success of this program.

Finally, we must emphasize that given the lack of experimental input on the short-distance contri-
butions to the nuclear MEs in both the light Majorana exchange and the short-distance scenarios,
the input from LQCD calculations is crucial in advancing the theoretical frontier of the 0νββ pro-
gram. This also means that even a constraint on these MEs and/or EFT couplings at the level of
a few tens of percent will be extremely useful in enhancing the ongoing and upcoming ab initio
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nuclear structure calculations that may be missing large contributions from currently unknown
short-range effects.

V. BARYON-NUMBER MINUS LEPTON-NUMBER NONCONSERVATION AND n-n̄
OSCILLATION

Motivation: Baryon number is approximately conserved to a very high precision in the SM at low
energies, but only baryon minus lepton number (B-L) is an exact symmetry of the SM. Baryo-
genesis mechanisms generically require B-L violation since B-violating electroweak sphalerons will
washout any high-scale baryon asymmetry generated in the early Universe unless there is a B-
L asymmetry. Low-scale B-L violation and post-sphaleron baryogenesis can be compatible with
present experimental limits on B and B-L violation if they do not lead to proton decay (this could
be because of selection rules imposed by the mechanism of baryon-number violation) and instead
proceed through higher-dimensional operators and lead for instance to neutron-antineutron oscil-
lations. Experimental searches for B-L neutron-antineutron (n-n̄) oscillations can test some of
these low-scale baryogensis scenarios and provide complementary searches to B violation in proton
decay and B-L violation through L violation in 0νββ decay, see e.g., Refs. [98–100] for reviews and
further references.

Two general classes of experiments can be used to search for n-n̄ oscillations: slow neutron
beam experiments and detection of n-n̄ annihilation in nuclei. Neutron beam experiments are
advantageous because of their clean theoretical interpretation. The tightest constraints from cold
neutron beam experiments on the n-n̄ oscillation time τn-n̄ were obtained at the Institut Laue-
Langevin (ILL) and give τn-n̄ > 0.86 × 108 s [101]. Future experiments have been proposed at
the European Spallation Source (ESS) [102, 103] that could improve bounds on τn-n̄ by a factor
of 32, as well as at other reactors [104]. Nuclear n-n̄ annihilation searches in large underground
volume detectors provide competitive or even stronger bounds on B-L violation than neutron beam
experiments, but are more difficult to interpret theoretically. Super-K provides a bound on the
lifetime of Oxygen-16 of τ16O > 1.9×1032 years [105], which nuclear structure calculations indicate
is associated with a constraint on the vacuum oscillation time of τn-n̄ > 2.7×108 s [106]. Bound on
the n-n̄ transition time in the deuteron, τD > 1.18× 1031 years [107], also provides a competitive
bound on the vacuum oscillation time, τn-n̄ > 1.6 × 108 s [108]. Future underground neutrino
facilities such as DUNE may provide stronger limits on B-L violation in nuclei [109].

Progress report: The results of present and future searches for n-n̄ oscillations and associated B-L
violation in nuclei can be interpreted in an EFT framework where BSM effects are encoded in
non-zero LECs for dimension-9 six-quark operators. A LQCD calculation of the n-n̄ transition
MEs for a complete basis of six-quark operators [110–112] can be used to constrain BSM theories
of B-L violation with experimental results for τn-n̄ and improve upon estimates from the MIT bag
model [112]. Exploratory calculations involving USQCD members of such a complete basis of six-
quark operators were performed using an efficient operator construction shown in Fig. 7 [113]. The
perturbative and non-perturbative renormalization of n-n̄ transition operators was subsequently
studied in a chiral basis that greatly simplifies n-n̄ operator renormalization [114, 115]. Non-
perturbative RI/MOM renormalization factors were calculated for the n-n̄ operators in Refs. [114,
116, 117] using a LQCD ensemble with approximate chiral symmetry and physical quark masses
generated by the RBC/UKQCD collaborations [118]. The same ensembles were used for a recent
calculation of the renormalized n-n̄ transition MEs in Ref. [116] involving USQCD members. LQCD
results suggest that MEs are about 5− 10 times larger than had previously been estimated using
MIT bag model results and therefore that the reach of current and future experiments into BSM
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FIG. 7. The left diagram schematically shows how a neutron two-point correlation function can be con-
structed from three copies of a single quark propagator. Calculations of three-point functions including
operator insertions are typically more expensive because they require multiple quark propagator calcula-
tions, but using the construction schematically depicted on the right, n-n̄ MEs can be constructed from
the same quark propagator used to construct the neutron two-point function. The quark propagator source
point is taken to be the operator insertion point (black dot) and extends forward in time to a neutron
annihilation operator or backward in time to an anitneutron creation operator.

parameter space is larger than expected.

5-year goals and plans: Future calculations of the six-quark MEs studied in Ref. [116] are straight-
forward and could reduce the statistical uncertainties in current results as well as discretization
effects and other systematic uncertainties. Higher dimensional six-quark operators including elec-
tromagnetic current insertions have also been identified as candidates for B-L violating neutron-
antineutron conversions not suppressed by the presence of magnetic fields [119]. LQCD MEs of
these operators could be computed using similar techniques as existing six-quark operator calcu-
lations and should be considered straightforward.

Allowing nuclear decay experiments to be interpreted with the same level of theoretical rigor
requires challenging calculations of six-quark MEs in light nuclei. Chiral EFT has been used
recently to calculate the deuteron lifetime τD in terms of τnn̄ [108] and therefore allows robust
constraints on BSM theories to be extracted from a combination of SNO constraints on τD [106],
chiral EFT and LQCD. Direct LQCD calculations of B-L violating deuteron annihilation could be
used to test chiral EFT for this process and constrain higher-order LECs. Calculations in other
light nuclei could be used to test and inform nuclear many-body models needed to predict the
lifetimes of larger nuclei such as 16O in Super-K and 40Ar at DUNE. At unphysically large values
of the quark masses these calculations may require a similar resource investment as nuclear MEs
for other SM and BSM currents performed by the NPLQCD collaboration [76–79]. Performing
these calculations at physical values of the quark masses would be extremely challenging because
of the complex few-body final states and would require new formal developments as well as high
statistics.

VI. LEPTON-FLAVOR NONCONSERVATION AND MUON TO ELECTRON
CONVERSION

Motivation: The conservation of lepton family number is an accidental symmetry of the SM with
no right-handed neutrinos, i.e., it follows simply from the field content, gauge symmetry, and
the inclusion of operators of dimension less than or equal to four. With the discovery of neu-
trino oscillations, we now have evidence that lepton flavor is not conserved. However, in minimal
extensions of the SM that include only neutrino masses and mixing, branching ratios (BRs) for
lepton-flavor-violating (LFV) decays of charged leptons are small (< 10−54) due to a quadratic
Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) suppression mechanism [120, 121] and are likely unobservable.
Conversely, assuming new LFV dynamics at a scale ΛLFV, LFV processes such as µ→ eγ, µ→ 3e,
and µ → e conversion in nuclei probe scales up to 103 TeV at the current and future experimen-
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Figure 1. – Limit on the branching ratio of flavour violating muon decays as a function of the
year. The three main clusters correspond to the usage of cosmic ray muons (until the 1950s),
stopped pion beams (until the 1970s) and stopped muon beams. Presently the best limit is that
on the µ+ ! e+� decay set by the MEG experiment [49].

searching for Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV) is the aim of the present review.
We first give a theoretical introduction to set the stage and to see in a more formal and
detailed way what we mentioned above, as well as to discuss how and why Lepton Flavour
can be violated in extensions of the Standard Model: what, in other words, makes CLFV
processes so sensitive to new physics.

We will then review the general aspects of the experimental searches and discuss
some of the present and planned experiments with particular emphasis on the transition
between the first and the second family of leptons. To this class, in fact, belong the
three most searched modes – µ+ ! e+� (“mu-to-e-gamma”), µ�N ! e�N (“mu-e-
conversion”), and µ+ ! e+e�e+ (“mu-to-three-e”) – due to the copious availability of
the parent particle in the cosmic radiation first and at dedicated accelerators afterwards.
The history of the limit on the probability of these processes is shown in Figure 1, which
starts with the first experiment performed by Hinks and Pontecorvo in 1947 [259]. They
stopped cosmic ray muons in a lead absorber and measured the coincidence between
signals from two Geiger-Müller counters: having seen no such coincidence they gave as
a limit essentially the inverse of the number of observed muons. The limits on the three
processes improved as artificial muons were produced, stopping pion beams first (until
the 1970s) and starting directly with muon beams afterwards.

These experiments give the best constraints to date to possible extensions of the Stan-
dard Model inducing CLFV, therefore they play a prominent role in this review. There

FIG. 8. The left panel shows limits on the branching ratio of LFV muon decays as a function of the year [128].
The right panel depicts examples of LFV interactions induced by the dimension-6 operators. A denotes the
atomic number of the target nucleus.

tal sensitivity level (BR ∼ 10−13 − 10−16). It is anticipated that the experimental sensitivity in
µ→ e conversion in nuclei will be greatly enhanced through the Mu2e experiment at Fermilab [122]
and the COMET experiment in J-PARC [123]. The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the limits on the
branching ratio of several LFV decays of the muon over time.

In order to understand the implications of current and future searches of µ → e conversion in
terms of underlying LFV mechanisms, one needs to control the associated hadronic/nuclear uncer-
tainties. In fact, explicit studies have shown how reliable MEs will help establish the pattern of
LFV signatures in various decay channels depending on the underlying mechanism [124, 125]. Par-
ticularly interesting from a phenomenological standpoint is Higgs-mediated lepton-flavor violation,
which depends on possible non-standard couplings of the 125 GeV Higgs boson and on possibly
richer Higgs sectors. The phenomenological analysis in any underlying model is facilitated by an
EFT setup [124, 126, 127]. In this context, one needs MEs of various quark billinears in nuclei of
experimental interest, e.g., 27Al for next generation. Examples of such LFV interactions arising
from dimension-6 operators are depicted in the right panel of Fig. 8.

Progress report : LQCD input to the LFV program is closely related to that required in the dark-
matter detection program. The progress in obtaining these MEs in the zero and nonzero-recoil
limit using LQCD is mentioned in Sec. VII.

5-year goals and plans: The analysis of a muon to electron conversion process in a nucleus can be
organized using chiral EFT, according to which the leading term in the µ→ e transition amplitude
is controlled by the coupling of the external probe (quark density) to single nucleons. Therefore,
the needed LQCD input at this stage is the set of nucleon form factors (scalar, vector, axial,
tensor and pseudoscalar) at q2 = m2

µ, where q is the momentum transfer to nucleon and mµ is
the muon mass. Most relevant for Higgs-mediated processes is the set of scalar form factors (with
u, d, s flavor) and the MEs of the gluonic (GG) operator (that is induced by integrating out heavy
quarks). For spin-dependent mechanisms, other tensor structures, especially the flavor diagonal
axial form factor, becomes relevant. Since one needs MEs of flavor-diagonal quark bilinears, the
calculation of disconnected diagrams is necessary. This set of calculations would at first sight be
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considered as straightforward. However, in the case of the scalar densities, it may be challenging
to reach a few-percent precision in order to compete with non-LQCD determinations of the sigma
term [129]. The reason lies in the need to evaluate computationally expensive quark disconnected
contributions, for which considerable progress has been made by the collaboration in recent years,
as detailed in a companion whitepaper [5]. For the form-factor calculations from LQCD, either
very large volumes (& 12 fm) or modified boundary conditions [130, 131] are required to access the
low-momentum transfers relevant to the µ→ e process, which will be computationally challenging
but procedurally straightforward.

Beyond the leading chiral order, two-nucleon contributions to the µ→ e conversion in a nucleus
arise. Existing estimates show that effect is non-negligible for scalar interactions in 27Al [132].
LQCD can provide useful input in this regard, by computing directly the appropriate MEs in light
nuclei [79]. The connection to nuclei of experimental interest would be achieved by matching the
LQCD result to a chiral EFT calculation in the few-body systems and use the resulting operators
in heavier nuclei. This set of calculations is challenging to extremely challenging. Going beyond the
leading chiral order is well motivated in the case of Higgs-mediated lepton-flavor violation (scalar
operators), as future µ→ e conversion searches provide the best probe of these scenarios.

VII. DARK-MATTER CROSS SECTIONS WITH NUCLEON AND NUCLEI

Motivation: There is abundant evidence from galactic rotation curves, gravitational lensing, struc-
ture formation, and the cosmic microwave background that dark matter (DM) makes up a large
percentage of the matter in Universe [133, 134]. Many models provide weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs) as dark matter candidates, e.g., neutralinos in supersymmetric extensions of the
SM. Interpreting direct dark matter searches in the context of these models requires knowledge of
WIMP interactions with the heavy nuclei used in current detectors and light nuclei to be possibly
used in next-generation searches [135]. Although the microscopic theory of WIMPs is unknown,
the WIMP interactions with quarks and gluons can be parameterized at low-energy using EFT
methods. At operator dimensions six and seven, a number of WIMP-quark operators appear,
involving in principle all quark bilinears (see Ref. [136] and references therein). To interpret the
results of direct dark-matter searches and translate these into limits on dark-matter models, SM
input is therefore necessary. By computing the appropriate single- and few-nucleon MEs, LQCD
provides the needed non-perturbative bridge between the EFT description in terms of quarks and
gluons and the appropriate nucleon/nuclear EFTs and many-body methods [137–143]. LQCD can
also be used to study the dynamics of new strongly-interacting theories that are proposed to govern
the dark-matter sector. This latter class of investigations is discussed in the companion whitepaper
on “Lattice Gauge Theory for Physics Beyond the Standard Model” [2], and will not be discussed
here.

Progress report: While the up and down scalar MEs of the nucleon can be extracted from pion-
nucleon scattering experiments, LQCD determinations are now competitive in terms of precision.6

Heavy-quark contributions to the MEs are amenable to perturbation theory, while LQCD is the key
tool used to obtain the strange contributions. LQCD determinations of the tensor charge of the up
and down quarks reach a precision of 3–7%, whereas the corresponding strange charge is bounded
to be substantially smaller [145]. The flavor-diagonal axial charge of the up and down quarks
is now known to 5–8% accuracy, and the smaller strange contribution is known at ∼ 15% [146].
Calculations also exist for the form-factors of the pseudoscalar density and the axial and vector

6 It is notable that recent LQCD determinations are in slight tension with the latest analyses of experimental
data [144].
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Nf = 3, m⇡ = 0.806 GeV, a = 0.145(2) fm 4

this Letter. Taken as a whole, the results indicate that
nuclear e↵ects in the charges are typically at the <⇠ 2%
level in light nuclei with atomic number A  3. The
exception to this picture is in the scalar channel where
⇠ 10% e↵ects are seen. For each type of interaction,
nuclear modifications scale approximately with the mag-
nitude of the corresponding charge. While strange quark
(equivalently, disconnected) contributions to the nuclear
axial and tensor charges are negligible, strange quarks
make significant contributions to the scalar charges, as
seen for matrix elements of the same operators in the
proton in previous studies [64, 66, 67].

The tensor charges encode the quark EDM contribu-
tions to the EDMs of light nuclei and thus set bounds
on BSM sources of CP violation [10]. Given that the CP
violation in the weak interaction is insu�cient to gen-
erate the observed matter-anti-matter asymmetry of the
universe (assuming exact CPT invariance and baryon–
anti-baryon symmetry of the initial conditions), many
experiments have sought to measure permanent EDMs
as evidence for such sources. Even with a successful
measurement of a permanent EDM, fully disentangling
the sources of CP violation requires multiple observ-
ables [7, 68], and experiments searching for EDMs of light
nuclei are in the planning stages [69–71]. Nuclear e↵ects
in the tensor charge have not been previously observed;
here they are resolved for the first time and found to
be at the few percent level for A  3 at these quark
masses. Similarly, modification of the axial charge in nu-
clei is found to be at the 1–2% level for both the isoscalar
and isovector combinations. The isovector 3He charge is
consistent with values extracted from measurements of
the � decay of tritium [72] and is more precise than our
previous work [46]. Nuclear e↵ects in the axial charges
can test predictions that nuclear modification of the spin-
dependent structure function may be significantly di↵er-
ent than the modification of the spin-independent struc-
ture function [73–75]. The small deviation resolved in
this study implies that quarks in nuclei carry a di↵erent
fraction of the total spin than quarks in free nucleons.

In contrast to the few-percent nuclear e↵ects seen in
the tensor and axial charges, the scalar charges of light
nuclei are suppressed at the 10% level relative to expec-
tations for non-interacting nucleons.2 In phenomenolog-
ical models of nuclei such as the Walecka model [76, 77]
and the quark-meson coupling model [78], a mean scalar
field in which the nucleons move is an important con-
tribution to the saturation of nuclear matter. The large
modifications of the scalar charges found here suggest
that models based on similar mechanisms may approxi-

2 The sign of these nuclear e↵ects is consistent with the deeper
binding of nuclei with increasing quark masses that is found from
direct calculations of the binding energies of light nuclei [45].
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FIG. 3: The calculated values of �R
(f)
X for the deuteron (cir-

cles), diproton (diamonds) and 3He (squares) to those in the
proton. The panels display the results obtained for the scalar
(top), axial (middle) and tensor (bottom) interactions, and
the columns within the panels display results for the di↵erent
flavor structures of the currents, as indicated at the top of the
figure. In each case, the statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties have been combined in quadrature. The points exactly
at zero are constrained to vanish by spin and/or isospin sym-
metry, while ratios are not given for the strange quark axial
and tensor charges as both the numerators and denominator
are consistent with zero.

mately describe nuclei even at unphysical values of the
quark masses. A determination of the scalar polar-
izabilities through extensions of the calculations pre-
sented here (using analogues of the methods discussed
in Refs. [48, 49, 79]) would be interesting in this context
[80, 81].

The scalar charges of nuclei are also important in the
interpretation of experimental searches for dark mat-
ter [26–31, 33–39, 41, 42]. These charges quantify the
contribution of explicit chiral symmetry breaking to nu-
clear masses [82, 83], and define nuclear �-terms. The
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FIG. 9. The left panel (courtesy of the NPLQCD collaboration) shows deviation of the MEs of scalar, axial
and tensor interactions in nuclei up to A = 3 from their values in a noninteracting nucleon model, using
LQCD albeit at an unphysically large quark masses. The quantities ∆R(3,0,8,s) are defined in Ref. [79].
This investigation indicates a large (∼ 10%-level) nuclear effect for scalar interactions, which if it persists at
physical values of the quark masses, can have a significant effect in MEs of scalar currents in large isotopes
(a large quenching can be a possibility considering the quenching of the axial charge in such isotopes [154]).
Reliable theory input for scalar nuclear MEs will be crucial to interpret experimental searches in terms of the
popular scalar portal scenarios. As is seen in the right panel (courtesy of Kaixuan Ni), the remaining not-
yet-excluded region of the WIMP mass given the cross-section sensitivity of experiments will be considerably
reduced in upcoming years, and reliable interpretation of the outcome of these searches will depend upon
controlled nuclear MEs.

currents, though all the systematics are not yet under control, see Ref. [147, 148] and references
therein. Calculations of both strange and light scalar MEs with the physical values of the quark
masses have achieved 10%-15% precision in the last five years [149–153].

Ultimately, there is considerable uncertainty inherent in relating the scalar MEs of the nucleon to
the scalar MEs of the nuclei used in direct searches for dark matter (e.g., Xenon with atomic number
A = 131), and controlled determinations of the nuclear MEs are of great interest. Recently, the first
calculation of the light and strange quark sigma terms of light nuclei with A ≤ 3 was achieved [79],
albeit at larger-than-physical values of the quark masses. It is notable that the scalar charges
of these light nuclei were found to be suppressed at the 10% level relative to expectations for
noninteracting nucleons, see the left panel of Fig. 9. If this feature persists at the physical values
of quark masses, it will be important that these effects not be neglected in the interpretation of
direct-detection limits. As is seen in the right panel of Fig. 9, the remaining not-yet-excluded region
of the WIMP-nucleus cross section vs. the WIMP mass will be in reach of experiments planned
for the next 5 years. To reliably convert limits on the cross sections from these experiments to a
bound on the WIMP mass requires more precise knowledge of nuclear MEs.

5-year goals and plans:

– Few-percent level determinations of zero-recoil MEs of light and strange quark bilinear opera-
tors in the nucleon, including scalar and axial bilinears, can be categorized as straightforward,
given the emergence of Exascale computing resources in a few years.

– Given controlled calculations of the scalar MEs of light nuclei, these MEs in larger phenom-
enologically-relevant nuclei can be obtained by matching to chiral EFT calculations of few
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and many-body systems. A few-percent precision on MEs may be a requirement to isolate
the effects beyond that expected from a naive impulse approximation, in which nuclear
effects are ignored. While performing these calculations with physical quark masses is a
computationally challenging program, this goal may be achievable in the next 5 years.

– Beyond scalar portal models, there are of course many other possibilities for dark-matter
interactions with the SM sector [136, 155]. For example, dark-matter interactions may
be spin-dependent, and, depending on the dark-matter densities in our local environment,
velocity-dependent couplings may also be important [156]. Constraining these and other
models requires knowledge of a range of QCD MEs, including those describing parton struc-
ture, which can be determined using LQCD. As for the scalar MEs, few-percent precision
on the relevant nucleon MEs, and first controlled calculations of MEs in light nuclei, are
possible on a short timescale, if particular needs are identified.

VIII. PRECISION β DECAY FOR SEARCHES OF NEW PHYSICS

Motivation: Precision measurements of neutron and nuclear beta decay, at the 0.1% level or better,
provide a very competitive probe of new physics well into the LHC era [157]. This statement is best
quantified using the EFT framework [157–159], in which, at dimension-six, five non-standard effec-
tive couplings can be probed via beta decays (the five other couplings that involve the right-handed
neutrinos appear in observables only quadratically, resulting in lower sensitivity). Normalizing the
effective Lagrangian to GFVud, these five dimensionless couplings parameterize the various BSM
couplings of the left-handed lepton current: a correction to the usual SM left-handed quark current
operator (εL), a right-handed quark current operator (εR), and the three chirality-flipping scalar,
pseudoscalar, and tensor quark operators (εS,P,T ).

Progress report and 5-year goals and plans: LQCD provides key input in matching the quark-
level effective Lagrangian to the hadronic and nuclear level, namely the so-called isovector nucleon
charges gΓ, defined by

〈p(p′, s′)|ūΓd|n(p, s)〉 = gΓ ūp(p
′s′)Γun(p, s) , (2)

for the five Dirac structures Γ ≡ 1, γ5, γµ, γ5γµ and [γµ, γν ]. Knowledge of scalar and tensor
charges at the < 10% level makes the next generation precision beta decay experiments com-
pete with the LHC [158, 159] in constraining εS,T at the few × 10−4 level, i.e., probing effective
scales of new physics close to 10 TeV. While the desired accuracy on gS,T has been achieved by
several groups [160–164], a confirmation of this would be desirable and would entail relatively
straightforward calculations.

Knowledge of the axial charge gA will improve the model-independent bound on possible right-
handed currents [158, 165], since beta-decay experiments are sensitive to the combination ḡA =
gA(1−2εR), where εR parameterizes non-standard right-handed quark currents. Lattice calculation
of gA routinely achieve a precision at the few % level [160, 162, 166–173] and a recent calculation
has claimed a 1% precision [174]. Independent determinations at the percent-level, especially
using different methods, are highly desirable, and are plausible with higher statistics. Future
improvements resulting in determinations at the 0.2-0.3% level, requiring extremely challenging
calculations, would start probing the W -quark right-handed coupling εR at a level that competes
with the best bounds on εL from the Z-pole measurements.

Finally, we mention the opportunity for LQCD to contribute to improving the understanding of
radiative corrections in β decays. This is of high interest in light of recent results of Ref. [175], which
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differ significantly from the previously established results [176] (barring compensating changes to
the nuclear effects, the new radiative correction result leads to a ∼ 4-σ deviation in the CKM
unitarity test). LQCD can contribute in two ways: (i) First, it can provide indirect input by calcu-
lating of the time-ordered product of a weak and electromagnetic current (inserted with momenta
±q) between neutron and proton, at a number of fixed q’s. This would provide a calibration for
some of the input going in the calculation of Ref. [175]. The evaluation of the four-point functions
or alternative methods [177] would be challenging. (ii) Second, LQCD can provide a more direct
input by computing the O(α) contribution to n → peν̄e, using techniques similar to the ones de-
veloped for the calculation of radiative corrections to K(π) → `ν` [178]. This calculation is likely
to be extremely challenging.

IX. ISOTOPE-SHIFT SPECTROSCOPY

Limits on new physics leading to spin-independent interactions between the neutron and the elec-
tron can be constrained using optical frequency measurements and frequency shifts between iso-
topes of hydrogen and helium atoms, light ions including lithium and nitrogen [179], and heavy
atoms and ions [180–182]. QCD constraints on the scalar MEs of the nucleon and of the relevant
nuclei are important in these calculations; recent progress and the outlook for LQCD calculations
of these quantities is detailed above in the discussion of WIMPs. Unlike for direct DM searches
which use large nuclei, however, the scalar MEs for the A . 4 light nuclei which are relevant
in Ref. [179] can be provided from LQCD with controlled uncertainties on a 5-year timescale. The
charge radius differences between nuclear isotopes are also necessary input. Radii can be extracted
precisely from scattering experiments, but can be contaminated by new physics at various levels;
in the longer term, LQCD calculations of charge radii for A . 4 nuclei will be feasible and will
provide valuable constraints.

X. COMPUTING NEEDS

Calculations involving nucleons are particularly demanding due to the exponential growth of noise
in nucleon correlation functions. The noise in the single-nucleon correlator at large (Euclidean)
times behaves as ∼ e−3mπt/2, while the signal goes as ∼ e−mN t. The signal-to-noise ratio, therefore,
degrades as ∼ e−(mN−3mπ/2)t given the small mass of the pions [183, 184]. In recent years, methods
have been proposed based on domain decompositions at the level of correlation functions [185–187]
and the quark propagators [188, 189], aiming to alleviate the noise in correlation functions, or
enable the signal to be extracted from noisy correlators. This remains an active area of research
in the field, with the hope that deep understanding of, and novel technologies on how to form,
LQCD correlation functions may eliminate the need for an exponential increase in computational
resources to achieve a signal for observables, see the companion whitepaper on “Status and Future
Perspectives for Lattice Gauge Theory Calculations to the Exascale and Beyond” [5].

For LQCD studies in the area of Fundamental Symmetries, many of the ultimate goals require
MEs of operators between multi-hadron states. Pioneering calculations have been successfully per-
formed for systems with a small number of nucleons (A < 5), but still with up/down quark masses
heavier than those in nature [93, 190–194]. To gain statistical control and to avoid overwhelm-
ing systematic error from excited-state contamination, several approaches have been implemented,
such as faster and more efficient quark propagator solvers, efficient codes optimized to target HPC
architectures, statistical-error reduction techniques, and more efficient ways of performing quark
contractions for multi-hadron systems. Together with the support of HPC resources and its rapid
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evolutions, these developments brought immense speedups in computations, enabling today’s flour-
ishing lattice computations (see a companion whitepaper for state-of-the-arts examples [5]). The
USQCD collaboration will continue to make breakthroughs in the efficient use of valuable HPC
resources to provide indispensable theoretical results.

The software requirements are common to all hadron computations in the subcategories in this
whitepaper. The requirements on gauge-field ensembles needed for carrying out various types of
calculations can be different. A few examples are:

– For EDM calculations, a devoted QCD ensemble generation with CP-violating QCD action,
especially the one with the nonzero θ vacuum angle, will be necessary.

– For calculations of many new-physics related MEs, ensembles of gauge-field configurations
with good chiral symmetry properties are highly valuable, as they substantially reduce the
number of relevant effective operators with a given mass dimension.

– For calculations involving nuclei, with vastly varying intrinsic energy scales compared with
the QCD scale (e.g., consider the simplest nucleus, a deuteron, an extremely shallow bound
state of two nucleons with a binding of only ∼ 2.2 MeV), ensembles with larger volumes
are required. The dense finite-volume spectra will pose a challenge in identifying ground
and excited states out of Euclidean correlation functions, and more sophisticated techniques
based on a variational approach, such as those customary in the mesonic sector [195] and
recently in the baryonic sector [196], will be a necessity.

– For calculations of MEs involving multiple nucleons, ensembles with multiple volumes and
ideally various boundary conditions are essential so that a Lellouch-Lüscher-type formalism
can be used to extract physical MEs [67–73]. One should also perform calculations with
various momenta for the initial and final states and for the momenta inserted at the current
so to have access to multiple kinematic points.

Finally, it must be noted that LQCD in its current form, and with classical resources, will likely
not be the optimal method to directly obtain the MEs of operators related to the Fundamental
Symmetries program in heavy isotopes, and a combination of LQCD, EFT and nuclear many-
body methods are required to impact experiments. Computational challenges associated with
nuclear LQCD calculations are enumerated in other companion whitepapers [3–5]. In short, these
challenges include:

i) Complexity of nuclear correlation functions: A quark-level nuclear correlation function
requires Wick contractions of 2Np + Nn number of up quarks in the nuclear “source” in
all possible ways with the same number of up quarks in the nuclear “sink”, as well as
contracting Np + 2Nn number of down quarks with the same number of down quarks, for
statistical averaging over vacuum gauge-field configurations to follow. Here, Np denotes the
number of protons and Nn is the number of neutrons in the multi-nucleon system under
study. This means a factorial growth in the complexity of the computation as the atomic
number increases. This problem can be ameliorated with clever techniques [197, 198], but
still presents a roadblock in first-principle QCD calculations of large isotopes relevant to the
Fundamental Symmetries program.

iii) Signal degradation: The exponential degradation of the signal discussed above for single
nucleons occurs at much earlier times in the correlator if a system with atomic number A,
with the signal-to-noise ratio scaling as ∼ e−A(mN−3mπ/2)t.
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ii) Fine and dense density of states: While the excitation gap of single-nucleon state is of
the order of the QCD scale, those of a large nucleus are orders of magnitude smaller. This
means that a LQCD calculation of a large nucleus should obtain its mass (could be hundreds
of GeVs) with an incredible precision, so as to isolate the lowest states from their nearby
excitations (where the energy gap could be only a few keVs). Given the severe signal-to-noise
degradation and the substantial HPC resources required to overcome the problem, such a
precision goal may not be within reach in the next decade without revolutionary paradigms
in computing.

It is therefore important to emphasize that the LQCD effort in Fundamental Symmetries, which
will be limited to single and few-nucleon observables in coming years, will not pay off without a
cohesive and coordinated effort that involves EFT and nuclear many-body physicists that build the
bridge between the QCD input for few-nucleon quantities and target quantities in the experimental
program. Such effort has gained significant momentum in recent years [199–203] given the success
of the LQCD program in delivering results that were not possible in the past, and will continue to
accelerate as LQCD studies of nucleons and nuclei mature [4].
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